1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the linear system of difference equations (1.1) w(z+ 1) = A(z)w(z)
where w is a vector with n components and A is an w by n matrix which admits the generalized factorial series representation and R is a constant matrix. Linear systems of difference equations with a singularity of the first kind have been extensively studied by the author [2] and such systems are known to have a regular singularity. However, the converse is not true. Indeed, a necessary and sufficient condition that a linear system of difference equations w(z + l) =A(z)w(z) have a regular singularity is that there exists a nonsingular matrix T(z) which admits a generalized factorial series representation such that the transformation w = Tu yields a system u(z+\)=B(z) u(z) which has a singularity of the first kind, i.e.
00
B(z) = T~l(z + l)A(z)T(z) = 7 + £ Bkz-m.
If A, B and F admit generalized factorial series representations and detF(z)f^0, we shall denote the equivalence relation B(z) = T~1(z+l)A(z)T(z) by A~B.
Even though this condition is necessary and sufficient for the desired structure of a fundamental matrix, it cannot be used to resolve the question for a preassigned system. However, the author [3]2 has given an algorithm to determine whether a given system has a regular singularity which is contained in the following theorems.
Theorem (Harris) . Let A(z) admit a generalized factorial series representation, A(z) = zp£t°=o Akz~w, A0^0, Re{z}>o.
A necessary condition that the system w(z + l) =A(z)w(z) has a regular singularity is that p^O, and A0 or A0 -I be nilpotent for p > 0 or p = 0 respectively.
Theorem (Harris).
Let A(z) and B(z) admit factorial series representations, A(z) = ££.0 Akz~w, B(z) = £T-o BkZ~m, Re{z} >a, and let Aop^O. A necessary and sufficient condition that A~B such that r = rank(^4 0 -p7) > rank(F0 -p7) for some p is that the polynomial In this paper we shall derive necessary conditions for a given system w(z + \)=A(z)w(z) to have a regular singularity based on the characteristic polynomial of the matrix ^4(z). These results parallel recent results of D. A. Lutz [6] for linear differential systems with a regular singular point.
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Statement of results.
It is natural and convenient to associate with the matrix A (z) the matrix A (z) defined by
The symmetric function of rank k of a matrix A is the coefficient of X"-* in the polynomial U(X) = det(\7 + A) = X" + ax\n~l + ■ ■ ■ + an.
For a system «(z+l) =B(z)u(z) with a singularity of the first kind we have: the symmetric function of rank k of the matrix B(z) satisfies the order condition bk(z) =0(z~k).
Since, for every system w(z + \) =A(z)w(z) with a regular singularity, we have A~B where the system m(z + 1) =B(z)u(z) has a singularity of the first kind, i.e. A(z) = T(z+l)B(z)T~1(z), it is natural to expect that the orders of the n symmetric functions of A are somewhat restricted. This is indeed the case and we state:
has a regular singularity, then the symmetric functions of A satisfy
We shall show by example that this result is sharp for all k, n and e^o.
In the same manner we can also state Note that if re^2, the terms z~n and s~k may be dropped in the order conditions except for k = 1 when q = 0.
We also have the following characterization of the order conditions. Ogfe<w.
If, for a particular determinant, m rows have been taken from F, lgm|«, there will possibly be a nonzero coefficient of X* for k^n -m which will be the sum of products oin -m-k elements from B and m elements from F. Since B = 0(zq) and F = 0(zq~2), the coefficient of X* will have an order not exceeding (n -m -k)q + m(q -2) = (n -k)q -2m ^ (n -k)q -2. Hence a"= det A -1 -ax-■ ■ • -a"_i and using the preceding order estimates, we obtain an(z) = <9(z(n~1)5_2), re=±2, which concludes the proof of Theorem 1. For any constant matrix E, let P(z) be a solution to the equation P(z + 1) = (7 + Ez~2)-ip(z), P(z) = 7 + 0(tr1) (this is a special case of a singularity of the first kind, see Harris [2] ). The system w(z + l) =A(z)w(z) has a regular singularity if A(z) is defined as (8.1) A(z) = P-\z + l)B(z)P(z).
It follows that A(z) =P~l(z) [B(z)+z~2EB(z)]P(z) and hence det(X7 + A) = det(X7 + B + z~2EB(z)).
Choose the first re -1 rows of E to be zero and the rath row to be and hence the order conditions are sharp for all k, n and q ^ 0.
